
IT Lifecycle Management: 
The Role of Leasing & Financing 

Organizations around the world invest in technology to support their business and 
transform customer experiences. Depending on several factors, IT lifecycles can be 

complex. Read on to learn how leasing and financing can go beyond preserving 
capital and help you streamline processes from procurement to disposal. 



Procurement and purchasing strategies in many organizations 
involve a lot of strategy and administrative workloads. Beyond 
securing funding, leasing with an independent lessor can help 
consolidate vendors into a single account reducing administrative 
burdens. For example, some customers choose to lean on CSI’s 
team to facilitate purchasing on their behalf. 

Procurement & Funding

Nearly 8 in 10 businesses use at least one form 
of financing (excluding credit cards) to acquire 
equipment*

80%

https://www.equipmentfinanceadvantage.org/about/AboutEFI.cfm



Before technology is sent to the end-user several steps take place 
such as asset tagging and imaging. While these services are being 
performed by your preferred vendors, CSI can take care of the 
administrative work and reconcile invoices. Assets can be logged 
into CSI’s online portal, MyCSI. 

Installation & Deployment



The physical reliability of devices continues to increase but the 
question relies in usefulness and efficiency. Leasing can help 
get your organization on a streamlined refresh plan to avoid 
obsolescence and gaps in security. Flexible terms at CSI have 
allowed customers to return a percentage of their acquired 
hardware to replenish devices that make sense for them.  

Refresh & Upgrades   

Computers that are older than four years are 
breached 3x more often than computers that 
are under three years old*

*https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/small-business/resources/technology-computer-innovation.html



Keeping out-of-use IT locked in storage is not only unsecure but 
it also leaves opportunities on the table. CSI’s subsidiary EPC is an 
experienced ITAD provider that can unlock the value of owned, 
retired IT to increase your budget. EPC is certified and performs data 
wipes according NIST standards. 

Remarketing & Disposal



Need Help? 
Leasing with CSI helps businesses simplify procurement, digital 

transformation, data security and reach their sustainability goals. 

Investing in Your Growth. 

Get an assessment from a leasing specialist 


